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Grade 5 French (Master)
Essential Questions
Fall

Content

Skills

How would you introduce yourself to someone
in French?

A. Introductions
-Greetings
-Names

A. Greet one another using appropriate French vocabulary
A. Identify and choose a French name

Why are certain languages spoken in certain
areas?

A. Nationalities
-Masculine vs. Feminine adjectives
-Introduction to subject/verb agreement
-Flags from various countries
-Geography of the French-speaking world

A. Identify, spell and use nationalities in agreement to
gender
A. Say and ask where one is from
A. Identify flags from various countries
A. Recognize French-speaking countries on a map
A. Locate French-speaking countries on a map

B. School Supplies

B. Identify basic classroom supplies
B. Locate items given oral cue

C. Alphabet
C. Recite and use the French alphabet
How do you communicate your feelings in
French?
What are connections between math class and
French class?
Why are words pronounced differently in
French?

Winter

A. Numbers 0-30

A. Count and identify numbers through
30
A. Apply use of numbers in a telephone activity
A. Compute simple math problems

B. French Accents
C. Calendar
-Days of the Week
-Months of the Year
-Dates, Birthdays, Age

B. Identify French accents
B. Pronounce words with different accent marks
C. Recognize the days of the week and months of the year
C. Express age and birthday in French

D. Expressions of emotion

D. Communicate how emotions in French

How does weather change throughout the year?

A. Numbers 30-100

A. Identify the numbers 30-100

What is weather like in France?

B. Seasons

B. Describe the seasons
B. Group the months according to the season

How do I communicate weather to others in
French?

C. Weather

C. State and describe various weather conditions

D. Clothing

D. Apply clothing vocabulary to appropriate weather
conditions

A. Holidays in France
- Noel
- St. Nicolas Day
- Hanukah
- Kwanzaa
-vocabulary pertaining to other cultural
celebrations

A. Understand the differences between
French celebration.

How do holiday traditions differ between
cultures?
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How are holiday traditions in France similar to
those in the United States?
How do I describe a holiday in French?

A. Recognize holiday vocabulary

American and
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Master

Essential Questions
How are holiday traditions in France similar to
those in the United States?
How do I describe a holiday in French?
How do I tell time in French?
How is time told differently throughout the
world?
How does time affect the activities I do during
the day?
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Content
- St. Nicolas Day
- Hanukah
- Kwanzaa
-vocabulary pertaining to other cultural
celebrations
A. Time
-Clock
-Times of the day
-Time Zones
-Military time
-Activities of the Day

Skills
A. Recognize holiday vocabulary

A. Ask and answer the time of the day
A. Identify the difference between A.M. and P.M.
A. Recognize different time zones
A. State which activities are done at various times of the
day
B. Describe nouns using colors

B. Colors
How are families in France like my family?

A. Friends
-Gender (masculine and feminine articles)

What people make up a family?
How would I describe my friends in French?

B. Identify the people within your family
B. Family
-Subject and verb agreement with he and
she
C. Adjectives
-Agreement

Spring

How would I describe an animal in French?
Where do different animals live?
How do animal sounds differ between
languages?
What do people celebrate Mardi Gras?

A. Animals
-Pets
-Zoo
-Farm
-Forest
-Habitat
-Animal sounds
-Adjectives

How would I describe Mardi Gras in French?
How do holiday traditions in France differ from
those in the United States?
How are foods in France similar to those in the
United States?
How do I order food in French?
How does the Euro compare to the American
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dollar?
How would I connect what I know about US
money to French money?

A. Label friends using the appropriate gender article

C. Describe physical characteristics
of friends and family members
C. Use correct adjective/noun agreement
A. Recognize animals
A. Categorize animals according to their habitat
A. Identify animal sounds
A. Describe physical characteristics of animals
B. Understand cultural significance of Mardi Gras in the
United States and the French-speaking world
B. Identify Mardi grass vocabulary
B. Learn expressions and songs as they relate to Mardi
Gras

B. Mardi Gras
-Carnival
A. Food Unit
-French menus
-Cafe vocabulary
-French dining style

A. Identify food and drink served in a French cafe
A. Practice ordering from a cafe menu

B. Money
-Euro

C. Identify the various regions of France
C. Recognize how the geographical characteristics of the
region affect lifestyles of its people

B. Recognize the different denominations of the Euro

C. Regions of France
D. Recognize animals
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Essential Questions
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How does the Euro compare to the American
dollar?

B. Money
-Euro

How would I connect what I know about US
money to French money?

C. Regions of France

Where is France?
How would I describe an animal in French?
Where do different animals live?
How do animal sounds differ between
languages?
Where is France?
How does a region's geography affect the lives
of the people there?

D. Animals
-Pets
-Zoo
-Farm
-Forest
-Habitat
-Animal sounds
-Adjectives
A. Regions of France

How do I communicate my needs in French?

B. Body Parts and Health
-Illnesses
-Ailments

Where is France?

A. Regions of France

How do I communicate my needs in French?
B. Body Parts and Health
-Illnesses
-Ailments

Skills
C. Identify the various regions of France
C. Recognize how the geographical characteristics of the
region affect lifestyles of its people
D. Recognize animals
D. Categorize animals according to their habitat
D. Identify animal sounds
D. Describe physical characteristics of animals

A. Identify the various regions of France
A. Recognize how the geographical characteristics of the
region affect lifestyles of its people
B. Identify the parts of the body
B. Describe health conditions
A. Identify the various regions of France
A. Recognize how the geographical characteristics of the
region affect lifestyles of its people
B. Identify the parts of the body
B. Describe health conditions
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